VITH. WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

Organizing Secretary for VIWC in Hungary is Miss Piroska Iczes who works for IBUSZ travel agency and you should telephone Budapest 177109. This is for all enquiries about hotel rooms etc.

VITH. WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS

Some forms have been sent in which are incomplete. Individual forms have a space, headed "Division", which is for your weight division, for example Micro, Heavy etc. people have not filled these in and therefore that means that you are automatically disqualified as per the instructions on the form. However, we have put you in your division as per the weight quoted. If that weight was exactly on the limit, then you have been put in the division which it is the limit for. (For example 80 kg has been put in the Heavyweight Division). Should you be over 80 kg, even by the smallest amount, then you will be disqualified.

You must advise us if you should be in the heavier division. Those of you, who deserve our grateful thanks, who sent in your forms on time will find a list of your competitors and what they are entered for enclosed. Should you find that a competitor has not been entered for an item for which they should be you must notify us immediately. Some people have entered for too many items, for example sonkal and jirugi, which is not permitted. Please inform us of the items which should now be entered.

FOURTH DEGREE PARTICIPATION

Due to there being some 4th. degrees, 5 to date, who have appealed to be allowed to participate as their team depends upon it we have decided to allow them to participate for this time only. Should there be any others then please inform the ITF HQ immediately. Note that any 4th competing must not wear a dobok with the black stripes on it.

COMPETING IN POWER ETC.

For POWER (items 3 to 7) each competitor may only compete in 2 items, 1 hand technique and 1 foot technique only. For SPECIAL TECHNIQUE (items 8 to 12) each competitor may only compete in 2 items, any 2 items. For FREE SPECIAL TECHNIQUE (item 13) any competitor may compete. This means that 1 competitor may only compete in 5 items of numbers 3 to 13 and also items 1 and 2.

For those who have already entered more than this permits you must write to the ITF stating which items you will now enter for.

The hosts have asked that the preliminary brick breaking with sonkal be done with a downward strike rather than sideways in a holder. Please let us know if you have any objections to this?

Your arrival times in Hungary should be notified to the President of the Vith. World Championships, Mr. HARMAT Laszlo, Director, ITF, President, TKD Association, 1026 Budapest II, Endrődi Sandor u. 46/A, Budapest, HUNGLAY.